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TPC Parameters for ILD TPC Parameters for ILD 
Integration and the DBDIntegration and the DBD

Status 6 May 2010Status 6 May 2010

Rocky mountains 
symbolizing “we’ve 
got a rocky road 
ahead before we 
get to the linear 
collider”…
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Integration: hardware modelIntegration: hardware model
iteration # 2iteration # 2

--Iteration # 1 at wpmtg103 on 20100422 was only looking 
at the effect of the electronics (cables and pipes), using 
Antoine’s ROB as a basis (263mm x 282mm containing 16 x 
16 S-Altros). There are two ways to improve, ergo this new 
iteration:

--a) The ‘TPC envelope’ required by the MDI group must be 
included in the thinking.

--b) Email exchange with Dan; we concluded that it is 
better if the basic unit is smaller in size and number of 
channels:  a proposal follows.
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« MDI parameters»« MDI parameters»
Starting with point a),     

here is the ‘TPC envelope’ as set up by 
the MDI-integration group for the LOI                                   

TPC envelope                                       
R_o = 1808 mm                                      
R_i =  330 mm                                    
L/2 = 2350 mm

TPC sensitive volume/area                           
R_o = 1743 mm                                      
R_i =  395 mm                                    
L/2 = 2250 mm                                        
Volume = 40.7 cubic meters                                
Area/endcap= 9054145mm^2

Space for the inner FC = 65mm       
Space for the outer FC = 65mm      
Space for the endcap = 100mm          
(‘Space’ is provisional and to be filled by 
us, of course)

Starting with point a),     
here is the ‘TPC envelope’ as set up by 
the MDI-integration group for the LOI                                   

TPC envelope                                       
R_o = 1808 mm                                      
R_i =  330 mm                                    
L/2 = 2350 mm

TPC sensitive volume/area                           
R_o = 1743 mm                                      
R_i =  395 mm                                    
L/2 = 2250 mm                                        
Volume = 40.7 cubic meters                                
Area/endcap= 9054145mm^2

Space for the inner FC = 65mm       
Space for the outer FC = 65mm      
Space for the endcap = 100mm          
(‘Space’ is provisional and to be filled by 
us, of course)

Slightly varying versions 
before the LOI
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« MDI parameters»« MDI parameters»

Conclusion point a): 
TPC sensitive area           
R_o = 1743 mm                  
R_i =  395 mm 

Area/endcap to be 
instrumented with MPGDs
= 9054145mm^2

= 1998848 
4mmx1mmpads/endcap

Conclusion point a): 
TPC sensitive area           
R_o = 1743 mm                  
R_i =  395 mm 

Area/endcap to be 
instrumented with MPGDs
= 9054145mm^2

= 1998848 = 1998848 
4mmx1mmpads/endcap4mmx1mmpads/endcap
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« MDI parameters»« MDI parameters»
Point b):          

Readjust the sizes from 
interation #1  based on 
the TPC envelope for    
Catherine Clerc. 
Reminder: we propose to 
define one “generic” TPC 
(not two) for MPGD (i.e., 
neither μgas- nor gem-
specific).   

Point b):          
Readjust the sizes from 
interation #1  based on 
the TPC envelope for    
Catherine Clerc. 
Reminder: we propose to 
define one “generic” TPC 
(not two) for MPGD (i.e., 
neither μgas- nor gem-
specific).   
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AdrianAdrian’’s simulation: bottom line s simulation: bottom line ⇒⇒ want small padswant small pads
Width=1.27mm, 
Height=5mm, 
Occupancy=0.02% for 
γ’s, e’s, n’s and 
100BX: 0.02%Occ ≈
0.02fC/cm^3 vol.chg!

from the LOI
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Also the shapes we decide on will depend on the Also the shapes we decide on will depend on the 
outcome of Danoutcome of Dan’’s studiess studies……

““GenericGeneric”” again means donagain means don’’t worry about t worry about 
sector/module shapes here. Suggestions will be made sector/module shapes here. Suggestions will be made 
as to subdivide our readout units so that whatever as to subdivide our readout units so that whatever 
shapes we decide on might be shapes we decide on might be accomodatedaccomodated. . 
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Since the word ‘module’ has been used
for different things, try new notation to 

reduce (or increase?) the confusion:

Since the word ‘module’ has been used
for different things, try new notation to 

reduce (or increase?) the confusion:
Smodule 16 S-Altro 1024 pads

ROB-n 2^n Smodule 2^n x 1024 
pads

ROB-0 Smodule

ROB-1 2 x Smodule 2048 pads
ROB-2 4 x Smodule 4096 pads
ROB-3 8 x Smodule ≈ LP ‘module’
ROB-4 16 x Smodule Antoine’s ROB

Electronics: both Electronics: both micromegasmicromegas and gem have agreed to and gem have agreed to 
use Suse S--AltroAltro
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SmoduleSmodule –– smallest unitsmallest unit
----pad pitch: 4.1 x 1.1mm^2pad pitch: 4.1 x 1.1mm^2
----16 S16 S--Altro/SmoduleAltro/Smodule
----1024 pads/1024 pads/SmoduleSmodule
⇒⇒ 4635.4 mm^2/Smodule4635.4 mm^2/Smodule

16 S-Altro
per Smodule
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SizesSizes
----2 2 SmoduleSmodule per ROBper ROB--11

= 2048 pads/ROB= 2048 pads/ROB--1 1 
⇒⇒ 9270.8 mm^2/ROB9270.8 mm^2/ROB--11

2 Smodule
per ROB-1

2 Smodules/ ROB1
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SizesSizes
----4 4 SmoduleSmodule per ROBper ROB--22

= 4096 pads/ROB= 4096 pads/ROB--2 2 
⇒⇒ 18451.5 mm^2/ROB18451.5 mm^2/ROB--22

4 Smodule
per ROB-2

4 Smodules/ ROB2
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OROR
----4 4 SmoduleSmodule per ROBper ROB--22

= 4096 pads/ROB= 4096 pads/ROB--2 2 
⇒⇒ 18451.5 mm^2/ROB18451.5 mm^2/ROB--22

4 Smodule
per ROB-2

4 Smodules/ ROB2
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SizesSizes
----8 8 SmoduleSmodule per ROBper ROB--33

= 8192 pads/ROB= 8192 pads/ROB--3 3 
⇒⇒ 37083.0 mm^2/ROB37083.0 mm^2/ROB--33

8 Smodule
per ROB-3

8 Smodules/ ROB3
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SizesSizes
----16 16 SmoduleSmodule per ROBper ROB--44

= 16384 pads/ROB= 16384 pads/ROB--4 4 
⇒⇒ 74166.0 mm^2/ROB74166.0 mm^2/ROB--44

= Antoine= Antoine’’s s ‘‘ROBROB’’

16 Smodule
per ROB-4

16 Smodules/ ROB4
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Example: subdivide the Example: subdivide the 
endcapendcap using ROBusing ROB--22……
----2 2 SmoduleSmodule per ROBper ROB--22

= 4096 pads/ROB= 4096 pads/ROB--2 2 
⇒⇒ 18542 mm^2/ROB18542 mm^2/ROB--22

----R_endcapR_endcap ~ 395mm to ~ 395mm to 
17143mm17143mm

⇒⇒ 9054145 mm^2/endcap9054145 mm^2/endcap

⇒⇒ 488 ROB488 ROB--2/endcap2/endcap

4 Smodule
per ROB2

4 Smodules/ ROB2
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----ROBROB--2 size:  2 size:  
½½ 263 x 263 x ½½ 282mm^2 282mm^2 ≈≈
½½ x Danx Dan’’s LP1 s LP1 ““ROBROB””

4 Smodules/ ROB2
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# Channels# Channels

----64 pads/S64 pads/S--AltroAltro
----16 S16 S--Altro/SmoduleAltro/Smodule
---- 4 Smodules/ROB4 Smodules/ROB--22
⇒⇒
----1024 pads/1024 pads/SmoduleSmodule
----4096 pads/ROB4096 pads/ROB--22
----488 ROB488 ROB--2/endcap2/endcap
----1998848 pads/1998848 pads/endcapendcap
This is just an example.  Different ROBThis is just an example.  Different ROB--n can be used n can be used 
across the across the endcapendcap, depending on the shapes of the , depending on the shapes of the 
different different ROBsROBs
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This is a job for the expertsThis is a job for the experts……
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Cooling (slide from mtg103) Cooling (slide from mtg103) 

At Aleph, our At Aleph, our ““cooling unitcooling unit””
was ~ 1 W, roughly equivalent was ~ 1 W, roughly equivalent 
for this for this lctpclctpc case  1 case  1 SmoduleSmodule
= 16 S= 16 S--AltrosAltros
= 0.7 W at 40 MSPS or= 0.7 W at 40 MSPS or
= 0.4 W at 10 MSPS. Should = 0.4 W at 10 MSPS. Should 
Bart use this?            Bart use this?            

Also, these two strategies are different: Bart cools a Also, these two strategies are different: Bart cools a 
timepixtimepix chip. This corresponds roughly to one ROB in a pad chip. This corresponds roughly to one ROB in a pad 
TPC (a TPC (a ““cooling unitcooling unit””) = 11 W at 40MSPS,  where Antoine) = 11 W at 40MSPS,  where Antoine’’s s 
““cooling unitcooling unit”” is one Sis one S--AltroAltro = 0.05 W at 40 MSPS.  = 0.05 W at 40 MSPS.  
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Cables (slide from mgt103)Cables (slide from mgt103)

---- Cable for Cable for fieldcagefieldcage: one 70 kV cable, : one 70 kV cable, φφ ~ 15 mm ~ 15 mm 
(Catherine(Catherine’’s estimate is o.k.)s estimate is o.k.)
---- Cables for MPGD, gating, clock, readout optical Cables for MPGD, gating, clock, readout optical fibrefibre, , 
etc : ~ 10/ROB (depends on layout)   etc : ~ 10/ROB (depends on layout)   ⇒⇒ material small.material small.
---- Power cables Power cables ⇒⇒ material large.  This is important material large.  This is important 
because the material is large and is very sensitive to the because the material is large and is very sensitive to the 
cable cable layoutlayout scheme, and we have not had enough time to scheme, and we have not had enough time to 
work this out.  We must try to do this within the next few work this out.  We must try to do this within the next few 
weeks.  weeks.  
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X_0 Thicknesses (slide from mtg103X_0 Thicknesses (slide from mtg103
Sum of these plus SSum of these plus S--AltrosAltros
~ 5 % X_0 ~ 5 % X_0 

Dan estimated at last meetingDan estimated at last meeting
the spacethe space--frame thickness        frame thickness        
~ 8 % X_0 for the LP size. We ~ 8 % X_0 for the LP size. We 

dondon’’t know yet how this t know yet how this 
translates to the LCTPC size.translates to the LCTPC size.

Cooling (my guess, needs Cooling (my guess, needs 
confirmation)confirmation)
~ 2% X_0 ~ 2% X_0 

Cable layout Cable layout ------ work in work in 
progress progress ------ but it looks like the but it looks like the 
above X_0 may be doubled.above X_0 may be doubled.
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LCTPC milestonesLCTPC milestones

2006-2012     Continue LCTPC R&D via small-prototypes  

and LP tests

2013               Decide on all parameters

2014               Final design of the LCTPC

2018               Four years construction

2019-20          Commission/Install TPC in the ILC Detector

2006-2012     Continue LCTPC R&D via small-prototypes  

and LP tests

2013               Decide on all parameters

2014               Final design of the LCTPC

2018               Four years construction

2019-20          Commission/Install TPC in the ILC Detector


